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Goutam Bagcht. Chief

MEMORANDUM FOR: Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch ,

IDivision of Engineering
J

Robert L. Rothman Section Chief |
THROUGH: Structural Engineering Section

Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch
Division of Enoineering |

John 5. Ma, Structural Engineer ;
FROM: structural Engineering section

Civil Engineering and Geosciences Branch
Division of Engineering i

|
AUDIT REPORT TO GINNA un liEAM GENERATOR REPCACEM(Ni PROJICTSUBJECT:

1

I E
j

On December 7 and 8. 1995 ! conducted an audit at the Ginna Nuclear Power
!

| The audit results are
site for the steam generator replacement project.Nevertheless, there are items that the licensee needsI

I
| -!

Plant
i | t

generally satisfactory.to De aware and pay attention to them and they are stated in the audit repor .'

t- is sent to Region ]A copy of the audit reporti !The aud*t report is enclosed. an inspect ton and the NRC project
h inspector. who was also on site to conduct i

|

| .il !
manager,

p'

t'

I
Enclosure; As stated

t'
J \

Contact: John S. Ma. 415-2732
*
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STRUCIURAt AUOli ON TH[ PROPOSED SI[ AM GEN [RATOR R[PL AC[M[NI PROJtCl ,

AT R.[. GINNA NUCl[AR POW [R PLANI |

r

1. Purpose of the Audit
i

The purpose of the audit 15 to review the adequacy of the licensee's O
'

'

plan for the steam generator replacement project and to canvey the NRC
staff concerns on any potenttal probic>ms that could arise related to j
structural matters.

2. [ntrance Meeting

the staff raised two major potential concerns that could have
detrimental effects on the plant, if not addressed, and asked the
licensee to pay special attention to them. One concers is the. mpact
force on the done opening by a pendulum type ; singing m ion o' the'

steam generator during lifting. The other conce".. .. a che.' of
concrete penetrating the liner and impacting . fuel assembly during Jack
hammering and removing the dome concrete v!,ile the fuel assembly remains
in the reactor ve.,v'. The licensee ine.tcated that it understood and
shared the staff concer.'s, and had dev; loped specific procedures to

| alleviate the concerns. .W h resper'. to the steam generator lifting,<

[
the licensee described the lifting procedure as a cauttous and slow

! movement in the vertical direction coupled with lateral restratnts.
! With respect to the potential liner penetration problem, the Itcensee
|

indicated that it would learn the magnitude of the potential problem j
from the mockup done operation, and it intended to reduce the energy'

input for the jackhammer when the jackhammer nears the liner plate.

3. Inspection of the Temporary Structural Steel Platforms and Concrete Dome

A circular steel platform has been erected, with one side being
supported on the concrete ring girder and the other side on the concrete
dome. The steel platform will be used to support the automatec
hydraultc jackhammers, craf t personnel, and miscel1aneous construt t1on
equipment and materials. A stee' .nclosure has also been erected at the |

esterior f ace of the circular platform for protecting personnel uf ety,
The staff walked on the platform and constdered that the steel platform,

i

and its enclosure are properly planned and constructed. The staff also
inspected the dome concrete, and found the concrete to be in good
condition de Jtte the long term weathering.

| 4 Witnessing the Jack Haspering Activities on the Mockup 5pec imen

The mockup spec. men 15 a ptece of a cylindrical dome having the same

} thickness as the Gtnna containment dome (2.5 feet) with a steel liner on
i

the under side. The mockup spectmen has a single curvature as opposed
to the double curvature of the Ginna t.ontainment dome. Furthermore,

during the jack hammering test the mockup spec tmen was c losely supported
and only the portton to be cut was not supported. and this support

; condition is dif f erent f rom the ac tual support condit ions of the Ginna
containment dome, thus, the load t ransminion (c onc rete c rat king) pat h
for the jackhaasner impact forcc'. was not simulated by the mochup

_ _ . - . . _ _ .
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specimen test. The staff expressed this concern to the licensee.
However, the staff did not see concrete cracking near impact points of
the jackhasumer on the mockup specimen, and this result indicated that
the concrete crack propagation due to the impact force of the jackhamer
on the mockup specimen is not serious. Whether the same result could be
extended to the Ginna containment dome, which has a different geometry
and suaport conditions from the mockup specimen, is 51til unknown. The
staff requested that the licensee to observe concrete cracking and
perform crack capping on the Ginna cnntainment dcme when the jackhamer
is actually used.

5. Discussion of Technical and Construction issues +

The staff handed written questions on two sheets of paper (see

Attachment 1) to the llCensee. The licensee responded to the questions #̂
briefly in oral form and proatsed to respond the ouestions in detail in
writing. The staff revtewed a few calculations and construction ,-

drawings. As a result of this review, the staff made the following
'

;

'reconsaendat ions : (1) for the liner plate prior to welding, the tolerance
limit of the forced fit-up in the vertical direction snould be as low as e

g possible and specified in the written procedure. (2) results of liaer
~

plate analysis for the load case in which the liner plate alone supports ,

the weight of fresh concrete should be provided to show that the
imembrane as well as out of plane stresses are within allowable limits.

and (3) low slump concrete mixes should be used, and concrete casting
and vibrating procedures should be developed for reftlling the openings Q

bin a slope without forms so that concrete beneycomb would be avoided, as
it had occurred in the containment dome of Callaway Nuclear Power Plant. f>

6. Exit Meeting ;

|

The staff told the. licensee that it was impressed by the careful and E

thorough planning the licensee had conducted. Nevertheless, the staff (
htold the liceq$et that it was a little disappointed about the mockup

specimen which did not simulate well the actual conditions of the Ginna h
containment don. fhe staff cautioned the licensee again about the j
serious consequence of the impact of the steam generator to the {
containment during lifting and asked the licensee to pay special I
attention to avoid the impact. The licensee's consultant stated taat I

the mockup specimen was constructed by the construction group as a i
ilearning tool for construction personnel to find better ways creating

and restoring openings on the containment dome, and he regretted that !
'the mockup specimen had not been better designed to include other

relevant features. The licensee responded that it understood and
appreciated the staff's concerns, and it would continuously refine its
procedures to improve the steam generator replacement project.

7
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7. Conclusion

[
The staff was impressed by the careful and thorough planning conducted

| by the licensee so far, and the construction activities with respect to
j the steam generator replacement project are ahead of schedule. The

licensee is awaiting to learn many things from operational experience of
the mockup specimen, and then specified them into a written procedure
for the use of conducting actual dome opening and closing.

1

Since the mockup specimen does not siellate the actual dome in geometry
and support conditions, special attention must be paid in areas that the
simulation was lacking. The staff has found the following four items
that the licensee should pay special attention for the actual dome
activities: (1) during the stage of breakirg up the done concrete by
impact force using hydraulic jackhaAmers, attention must be paid whether
cracks have propagated into areas away from construction openings. (2)
prior to welding back the steel liner plate, the tolerance limit of the
forced fit-up in the vertical direction should be specified. (3) before
casting concrete into the openings, the ability of liner plate alone to

's support the weight of fresh concrete should be demonstrated by analysis,
ii and (4) during casting the concrete into the openings in a slope without
d forms, the concrete mix and casting and vibrating procedures must be
E |( such that concrete honeycomb would be avoided.
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Attachment !

,

Ginna SG Replacement

|| Regulatory Concerns

HU ECGB

|| 1. The effect of cutting two transfer openings in the dome on the.;

? structural integrity of the containment<

I f
; o Loads and load combinations to be considered
6 :

* k o The capability of the dome liner to resist loads af ter
0 concrete and rebar removed
b

'

i 2. In transporting the SG, there is potential of SG hitting the6

i containment, especially the edge of the openingsi

3. Assurance of the liner leaktightness after it is reirttalled to close
,

the openingr *

) 4 Potential of existence of gaps between the existing concrete'

around the openings and the new concrete to fill the opening

5. Monitoring of the containment behavior, specifically the closed openings
and the vertical tendons, when the containment is subjected to Sli

6. In transporting the SG stability of the roads to sustain the applied
loads

l 7. The potential damage of existing concrete when automatic jackhammer is
used to cut the concretej
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I ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED

,

!

GINNA CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION
DESIGN CRITERIA, Revision 4. June 27, 1995

1. DESIGN CRITERIA: When the plant is in a cold shutdown condition with |
ifuel still in the reactor vessel, design criteria

permit (on page 7) the use of automated hydraulic and
;

manual jackhammers for concrete excavation operations*

of the dome.

! C00 MENT: Should there be a protective depth of concrete, say 5
' inches, from the steel liner the jackhamer must stop

so that accidental penetrations of steel liners by
jackhamers could be avoided?

|,

f

[ 2. DESIGN CRITERIA: Section 1.8.1 (on page 15) states that "The i

icontainment dome shall be evaluated in accordance with
its original design codes." !

},

;
I

QUESTIONS: Does "the containment dome" indicate the dome
configuration with two openings in the dome?

How many kinds and what kinds of evaluations shall be
or have been performed?

'

3. DESIGN CRITERIA: Section 1.8.5.1 (on page 20) states that the finite
'

element model for the containment dome shall be
validated by Method I and/or Method 2.

<

QUESTIONS: What is the purpose of this validation? Is the
validation for the applicability of a particular
computer code or for the accuracy of the mesh .

Iconfiguration of the dome model with or without
openings?

Please describe how the validations were or to be
performed.

4. DESIGN CRITERIA: Staggering of reinforcing steel bar splices is
mentioned in Section 1.12.4.3 (on page 29), but no
commitment of splice staggering is stated.

QUESTIONS: If staggering of bar splices is not to be used, how do
you assure that the weak sections perpendicular to the
splices would not create regional concrete cracking
problems?'

,
5. DESIGN CRITERIA: Section 1.24.2.2 (on page 32) states that " SIT shall

be conducted to a pressure of 69 psig...be limited to
the area of the constructi n openings."

;

QUESTIONS: How will the test be conducted loce.lly?
F
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